Testimonial for Biomedical
Intervention-Rebecca, November 2007
Healing ... via the “Biomedical Pathway”
Our son was dreamy, very left handed, social, strong, with a tendency towards independence and
defiance. By the time he got to school teachers were asking for assessments. OT helped his fine
motor skills and general co-ordination. He had good energy but also days where he just lay
around sleeping, usually with a fever, and he threw up more often than my other kids ever had.
Half way through a prep K class we were (repeatedly) called in to the school. He showed no
respect for authority, was disturbing the other kids and was displaying signs of anti-social
behavior. After he threw a complete tantrum outside the toy shop one day I asked what he had
eaten and he told me his teacher had given them all RED Jelly at school, because they were
learning about the colour red. I immediately knew there was a connection between his behavior
and the red food colour in the jelly.
Researching I found the FAILSAFE group and did the elimination diet and he settled a little. I
needed to know more because I realized Failsafe was not really dealing with the underlying
cause and was struggling to justify extreme dietary changes to family and friends even though
his behavior was improving.
IGG and IGE tests found antibodies to 17 foods. This led us to explore Leaky Gut Syndrome
and remove GLUTEN/CASEIN. If the gut is leaking the undigested proteins
(glutamorphein/casomorphein) interact with Opiod centre of brain responsible for sensory
perception/memory function. Commenced probiotics to replenish gut with good gut flora plus
digestive enzymes.
The lights went on! My son became alert and awake – started asking questions became curious
about the world .Sacro-Cranial Therapy and Homeopathy helped. At the MINDD conference
realized there was a whole biomedical world I had not yet explored. I went online and began
searching…
A Biomed Doctor tested zinc levels and prescribed zinc B6 essential vitamins and Omega oils
plus detoxing with Epson Salt Baths and Footsies (placed on sole of foot they withdraw
impurities) also daily Ambrotose for cell to cell communication plus Liver Life drops for liver
regeneration and protection

I removed all possible toxins from our home, and started to buy organic produce. and cooked
more traditional foods, including broths, chicken soups and whole foods and recently
removed corn/soy to allow his gut to fully heal
Every day I hold him in my heart and bless him and let him know that he is safe loved and
supported. In all likelihood it will be a two year process to bring him back into balance, and
then a lifetime of learning and managing his wellbeing. The gift to our family is that we have all
started on a healing journey exploring our innate ability to intuitively and intelligently self
monitor/self heal and are more aware of the connection between our damaged planet and our
depleted bodies and what we put into our system and how it makes us think, feel and act.
Diet and Biomedical Protocols have changed the health of my family and rescued my son for
which I am eternally grateful ..... Rebecca

